Why Versymmetric or
Versymmetric Plus 2-Post?
®

®

» It’s like owning 2 lifts in One — Versymmetric®
2-Post lifts provide the versatility to lift symmetrically
and asymmetrically within the same service bay.
» Available in Versymmetric® offset 3-stage front arms
or Versymmetric® Plus offset 3-stage front + 3-stage
rear arms for maximum productivity.
» Offset front arms maximize productivity by providing
single sweep to vehicle lift points - no rolling vehicles
back and forth to swing arm clear of front tire.
» Provides open door clearance for trucks, vans, SUV’s
and passenger cars for access to vehicle controls.
» Dual safety locks disengage simultaneously with a
Single Point Mechanical Lock Release.
» Overhead shut off system protects vehicles from
being raised too high.
» The most versatile lift in the industry can be turned
into a complete bay productivity solution with many
accessories to choose from.

Versymmetric and Versymmetric Plus 2-Post models
available in 10,000 lb. capacity.
Floor plate 2-Post available in 9,000 lb. capacity.
Heavy Duty Symmetric 2-Post lifts available in
12,000 / 15,000 / 18,000 lb. capacities.
Many accessories to choose from.

www.challengerlifts.com

2-Post Accessories
Frame Engaging Adapters
Frame engaging
adapters are required
for lifting trucksor other
vehicles with frame
construction.
Provides direct contact
to frames without the
slipping associated
†
Part#: 10318
when lifting on
sprayed undercoatings with traditional rubber pads.
» Works with all Challenger above ground two post
lifts (Part #10317 Reducer Bushing Kit required
for use with models 15000 and 18000 2-Post lifts)

Part#: THK

Part#: 10313

Part#: 10318

†

» Cradle provides secure fit to frame in tight spaces
such as around gas tanks to minimizing slippage

Part#: 10315

Part#: 10317

Column Extensions

Part Number

Column extensions provide more head
room underneath vehicles. This allows the
technician to work at their ergonomic
height while servicing higher profile vehicles.
Available for models CL10series, E10,
E12, 12000, 15000 and 18000
2-Post lifts

Air/Electric Workstation
Increase productivity with air
supply and electric outlets on the
lift column.
» Convenient power source for
extension lights and other tools
» Air supply will always be at arms
reach for facilities using impact
Part#: B10264A
wrenches

†

Description

10313

Two 6” Stack Adapter Extensions

10314

†

10315

Stack Adapter Kit - includes four 3” Stack
Adapters, two 6” Stack Adapters, and two
Organizer Racks with mounting hardware

10316

Adapter Organizer Rack

10317

Reducer Bushing Kit for use with 10314 and 10318
on lift models 15000 & 18000 (set of four)

10318

†
Frame Engaging Adapter Kit for 2-post lifts
(set of four)

10333

Sprinter adapter kit includes (2) pin adapters and (2)
cradle adapters for 15000-3Sseries only

B99700

Tire tool manager work station
filter/lubricator/regulator

B10264A

Air/electric workstation with
filter/lubricator/regulator

THK

Tire Hanger Kit for CL10series and CLFP9 2-post
models only. Includes column and arm mounting
brackets with hardware

Frame Engaging Adapters for 2-post lifts (pair of 2)

Frame engaging adapters are REQUIRED when lifting trucks or other frame vehicles.

For more information, contact your Authorized Challenger Lifts Distributor:

CHALLENGER LIFTS, INC.
200 Cabel Street
Louisville, Kentucky 40206

Phone Toll-Free: 800-648-5438
502-625-0700
Fax: 502-625-0711
E-mail: sales@challengerlifts.com
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